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Catalysing Innovation for Social Impact:
The Role of Social Enterprises in the Indian Sanitation Sector

ABSTRACT

One of the roles of social entrepreneurship within a national system of innovation (NSI) is to generate and ensure effective adoption of innovations that address underserved needs. However, many such innovations do not achieve the expected social impact. Why? Our paper explores answers to this question by considering access to sanitation as a basic need and ‘toilets' as an innovation for those who had no prior access to one. We trace the evolution of the Indian sanitation sector and then delve into the process of sanitation coverage in an Indian village. We show that demand for social entrepreneurship is being increasingly satisfied by third party sponsored social enterprises. However, there is systemic uncertainty about the efforts required to catalyze demand and strategic uncertainty about the social enterprise’s capabilities and intentions. Long term impact is jointly determined by the true intention of the social enterprise, its capabilities and the nature of contextual challenges. Therefore, forecasting of social change should integrate the incentives within NSI for social entrepreneurship to make high-quality sustained social impact rather than short-lived ones. This will not only depend on the willingness to adopt, but also the monitoring systems, impact analysis and sustainability audits that social entrepreneurship is subject to.
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Brief Running Title: Catalysing Innovation for Social Impact
The Role of Social Enterprises in the Indian Sanitation Sector

1. Introduction

As of 2010, only 46.9% of the 246.6 million households in India had their own toilet facilities, 3.2% had access to public toilets, which left the remaining while 49.8% households no option but to defecate in the open (Census of India 2011). In rural areas, where 68.84% of the population lives, the percentage of households without toilets was 69.3%, while in urban areas it was 18.6% (Census of India, 2011). Clearly such a lack of sanitation signals an underserved need (Ramani, 2008; JMP, 2012) jeopardizing health and human dignity (Ramani et al., 2008; UNHR, 2011; Water Aid 2012). On the other hand, the census reported that 53.2% of the households had a mobile phone (Census of India, 2011).

These statistics raise a puzzle. Starting from the premise that any product is an innovation for a potential user who currently has no access to one, both toilets and mobile phones are akin to innovations for households which never used them before. Moreover, an artefact such as a low cost toilet is associated with a simple technology, whereas a cell phone embodies a much more sophisticated and complex technology. There is an extensive literature on diffusion-adoption (Geroski, 2000; Rogers, 1962), including how firms select and assess technology opportunities (Walsh and Linton, 2011). At a systemic level, the seminal work of Grilliches (1957) still provides insight. Grilliches (1957) pointed out that technical and commercial ‘availability’ and consumer ‘acceptability’ of an innovation are the two main drivers of diffusion. Here, the mobile phone beats toilets at all levels, because being a profitable product, firms have sought to make it available in a variety of quality-price ranges and its utility as a means of communication has led to its near-seamless adoption, making it ubiquitous even among the Base of the Income Pyramid or BoP communities.
(Anderson and Markides, 2007). By the BoP, we refer to the largest but poorest socio-economic groups in the global income pyramid working in predominantly informal markets and living on a few dollars a day (Prahalad and Hart, 2002). Clearly, it is not enticing to firms to make low-cost toilets, which cost at least 10 times more than a cheap mobile phone ‘available’ to the BoP, especially as additional efforts are required to make users ‘accept it’ and change their behaviour away from open defecation (Ramani and Parihar, 2015).

Following Grilliches (1957), for social welfare enhancement, one would expect the State to enter as a player in the national system of innovation (NSI). Further, if this was insufficient, we would expect social entrepreneurship to address this needs-gap. This last factor is indeed what our paper seeks to explore, as it is likely to give us insight on the role of social entrepreneurship within an NSI as a carrier of pro-poor innovations whose social and economic value are self-evident, even when the need is not explicitly expressed by underserved communities.

Sanitation coverage has direct consequences on economic growth and regional development via promotion of environmental security and health, and thereby labour productivity and income generation (Ramani and Parihar, 2014). Even in 2015, there were 2.4 billion people worldwide who lacked access to an improved sanitation facility, i.e. a toilet that is connected either to a public sewer, or a septic tank or some pit in such a way that the air, water and soil in and around the pit are not contaminated (JMP, 2015). Furthermore, 90% of those practising open defecation lived in rural areas (JMP, 2015). Thus, governments of developing countries like India are determined to improve sanitation coverage as exemplified by the adoption of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in September 2015 by the UN General Assembly (http://sbm.gov.in/sbm/). To celebrate Mahatma Gandhi’s birth anniversary, on October 2, 2014, the Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated
the Swachh Bharath Mission (SBM) or Clean India Mission, whose central objective is to eliminate open defecation in India through installation of toilets and triggering of behavioural change by 2019. The SBM aims at transforming village and city populations into open defecation free (ODF) communities, wherein ODF is defined by three parameters: access to a toilet, usage of a toilet and toilet technology being safe vis-à-vis humans as well as the environment (http://sbm.gov.in/sbm/). Similarly, SDG 6 not only aims to ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all by 2030, but also to eliminate open defecation. (https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg6).

In order to study how inclusive development goals such as the above may be attained, scholars are turning to NSI as a framework of analysis in different parts of the developing world (Srinivas, 2014; Hart et al. 2014; Cassiolato, 2014). Indeed, the need to forecast optimal pathways for achieving the SDGs leads us to study the functioning of the NSI in novel ways (Ramani and Szirmai, 2014). For the most part, as a conceptual framework, the NSI has been used to trace how innovation generation occurs as a country specific phenomenon, leading to the accumulation of industrial capabilities, and thereby economic growth. However, when the focus is shifted from ‘innovation for economic growth’ to ‘innovation for inclusive development’ towards goals such as SDG 6, wherein innovations like toilets have to be diffused and adopted, three central questions are opened up on the NSI.

First, how is the diffusion of pro-poor innovations to be incentivized via social entrepreneurship? By pro-poor innovations we refer to product and services that cater to the essential needs such as healthcare, housing, food, water and sanitation or enhance productivity and income-generation capacity (Mendoza and Thelen, 2008).

Second, how is the adoption of pro-poor innovations to be incentivized via social entrepreneurship? Inclusive development calls for positive social impact on the poor. This
means that it is not the market transactions or non-market transfers of the innovation that alone matters – but also the effective adoption of the pro-poor innovation.

Third, given the above mentioned problems on the supply and demand sides respectively, should new actors be found to assure production and especially impact creation of innovations like sanitation? What about social entrepreneurship as an NSI pathway? At present, while policy makers and scholars recognize that within the NSI, social entrepreneurship has a crucial role to play as an innovation carrier, they are much less clear about how an NSI ought to catalyze this process for optimal social impact.

The answers to the above questions developed in the present paper constitute its contribution to the literature on NSI and social entrepreneurship. A set of theoretical constructs are proposed from a survey of the existing literature to distinguish the role of social entrepreneurship within the NSI as effectuated by social enterprises. Then, these are confronted with the Indian sanitation case study to understand how social entrepreneurship diffuses pro-poor innovations within a system and promotes adoption among target beneficiaries. The pursuit of improving sanitation coverage forms a useful backdrop to answer the research queries, because the last two decades have indeed witnessed a perceptible shift in public policies to promote coverage through multi-stakeholder platforms (Iles, 1996). By focussing on the functioning of social entrepreneurship as a diffuser of toilets, the elements to be integrated for the forecasting of social change through new technology diffusion in the context of deep poverty are identified.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature survey on social entrepreneurship and the theoretical constructs on the role of social entrepreneurs within an NSI. Section 3 presents the case study methodology for its validation. Section 4 contains the Indian sanitation case study. The dynamics of the sectoral evolution of
sanitation is examined first, followed by a reconstruction of the history of sanitation coverage in a village called Kameswaram. Section 5 discusses the results and section 6 concludes.

2. From Technology to Social Impact

In this section, we briefly analyse the NSI literature and that on social entrepreneurship to infer a set of theoretical constructs on how social entrepreneurship acts as a conduit for inclusive development via social enterprises.

2.1. Innovation, NSI and Social Impact

To tackle global challenges in healthcare, water, energy, environment and food, a variety of creative enterprises are generating and diffusing innovations using both emerging and disruptive technologies (Groen and Walsh, 2013). Viewed from the user perspective, whenever a commodity or service that has never been used by the target beneficiary is proposed to him or her, then that commodity or service is akin to an innovation vis-à-vis the beneficiary. Furthermore, if adoption and/or use of the innovation improves the quality of life and/or the livelihood possibilities of the intended BoP beneficiary significantly, then it is a pro-poor innovation as well. Sanitation is a typical example of a pro-poor innovation. One of the goals of social entrepreneurship is to create, diffuse and sustain innovations i.e. make new offerings to the community that generate social and/or environmental value. Armed with these assumptions, the framework of the NSI can be applied to study the institutional ecosystem surrounding pro-poor innovations carried by social entrepreneurship.

According to the NSI framework, the creation, commercialization and adoption of innovations are collective processes embedded within a system specific to the country concerned (Lundvall, 1992; Nelson, 1993; Freeman, 1995). The innovation diffusion
trajectories are path-dependent and traced as a function of the existing networks between the state and a variety of organizations such as firms, consumers, public laboratories, universities, financial institutions and civic associations. The NSI framework has also been adapted to study sectoral dynamics (Malerba, 2002).

The main objective of the NSI studies has been to seek and identify firm strategies and government policies to build capabilities for boosting industrial and/or economic growth. Pro-poor innovations have received scant attention. For new technology led growth, financial-institution capabilities to bear the costs of risky investment (Gershenkron, 1962) and an educated work force with social capabilities (Abramovitz, 1986) are deemed very important. Innovation creation is boosted when public labs with scientific capabilities and firms with technological capabilities (Lall, 1992) as well as intrapreneurial capabilities (Athreye et al., 2009) interact with support from the state (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000). In addition, intangible assets such as organisational and network capital are crucial, contributing to the innovativeness of firms in regional innovation systems (Kramer et al. 2011).

There is also an extensive literature on how governments can facilitate new technology creation and business entrepreneurship in mainstream sectors, though scholars note that government policy does not sufficiently recognize the contribution of small organizations to employment or innovation creation (Birch, 1987; Kirchhoff, 1994; Kirchhoff et al., 2013). They point out that more than size, the quality and magnitude of market impact should guide policy to support techno-entrepreneurship. This problem is compounded in the case of social entrepreneurship as the intended impact is more social than economic.

Finally, there is an emerging stream, of which the present work is one, exploring the application of NSI as a tool to study the process of inclusive development via introduction of pro-poor innovations. For instance, Schumacher (1973) advocates ‘appropriate technology’
i.e. making optimal use of local resources to develop technologies at lowest cost for the needy. In a similar vein, Hart and Christensen (2002) and Prahalad (2005) propose that firms should pay attention to affordable and accessible incremental or disruptive innovations to create or leverage payoffs from markets at the BoP. In contrast, Ramani and Mukherjee (2014) highlight that radical product innovations (e.g. genetically modified seeds) and radical process innovations (e.g. accessible HIV/AIDS drugs cocktails) have also been made accessible to BoP communities profitably. On a global scale, innovators in emerging countries, operating under tremendous resource constraints, are producing frugal innovations that eventually make their way to global markets (Kaplinsky, 2011). Thus, it should come as no surprise that scholars are beginning to study how the NSI can promote the creation and diffusion of these different kinds of pro-poor innovations for inclusive development, in addition to the conventional innovations for economic growth (Ramani and Szirmai, 2014).

2.2. On Social Entrepreneurs, Social Enterprises and Social Entrepreneurship

The three terms forming the heading of this section are increasingly popular buzzwords. Indeed, research on these terms has been triggered by the socio-economic and environmental impact of practitioners (Mair and Martí, 2006), but their precise definitions and distinctions remain fuzzy. Thus, following upon the comprehensive survey by Bacq and Janssen (2011) of the social entrepreneurship literature, we start by classifying these terms on the basic understanding that the first term, a ‘social entrepreneur’, refers to a certain type of individual; the second term, a ‘social enterprise’ is an organizational form; and the third term, ‘social entrepreneurship’ is a process. Different scholars have defined these terms in different ways, as proved by two independent reviews of the literature on social entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurs by Zahra et al. (2009) and Dacin et al. (2010) that identify 20 and 37 definitions respectively. Therefore, for the sake of clarity, we distinguish between the three
terms as shown in Table 1. These form the foundation of our theoretical constructs.

**Table 1**

On the ‘social’ and ‘private’ parts of social entrepreneur, social enterprise and social entrepreneurship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Social entrepreneur</strong></th>
<th><strong>Social enterprise</strong></th>
<th><strong>Social entrepreneurship</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>the individual</strong></td>
<td><strong>the organization</strong></td>
<td><strong>the process</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective:</strong> To create, sustain, distribute or disseminate social or environmental value in order to maximize social welfare while being financially sustainable*.</td>
<td><strong>Objective:</strong> To create, sustain, distribute or disseminate social or environmental value in order to attain the objectives of the enterprise which could range from financial sustainability and/or maximization of returns to its staff and/or growth of the organization (Lévesque and Mendell, 2005).</td>
<td><strong>Objective:</strong> To create, sustain, distribute or disseminate social or environmental value rather than maximize shareholder value or personal wealth or commercial profits (Zadek and Thake, 1997).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trigger:</strong> Identification of a ‘social or environmental problem’*.</td>
<td><strong>Trigger:</strong> Identification of a ‘social or an environmental problem’ and the ‘resources to solve the problem’ (Lévesque, 2004).</td>
<td><strong>Trigger:</strong> Identification of a ‘social or environmental problem’ with or without the resources*.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drivers of activity:</strong> capabilities to resolve social/environmental problems using market-based approaches and practising financial bootstrapping and/or bricolage (Zahra et al., 2009).</td>
<td><strong>Drivers of activity:</strong> capabilities to use social/environmental problems as business opportunities that can be tackled with a market based approaches (Seelos and Mair, 2009).</td>
<td><strong>Drivers of activity:</strong> possibilities for resolving social/environmental problems using market based approaches whether or not there is a business opportunity and/or adequate resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traits of the individual:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Traits of the organization:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Traits of the process:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Makes a high impact with frugal use of resources*</td>
<td>- Makes a high impact with frugal resources*</td>
<td>- Makes a high impact with frugal resources*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Applies business management principles*</td>
<td>- Applies business management principles*</td>
<td>- Applies business management principles to create social value (Austin et al., 2006; Sharir and Lerner, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Creative, radical, committed, compassionate and effective (Miller et al., 2012)</td>
<td>- strong social networks and dense personal contacts of the founders (Shaw, 2004).</td>
<td>- Generates a flow of information and persuasive arguments to create awareness and interest in order to develop a flow of funds to create social value or resolve a social problem (Sodhi and Tang, 2011).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Makes high impact with frugal use of resources*</td>
<td>- Adept in communicating and presenting the hard realities of the society creatively so that they come across as solutions to the organisational objectives or business needs of the funders (Mallin and Finkle, 2007).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adept in communicating and presenting the hard realities of the society creatively so that they come across as solutions to the organisational objectives or business needs of the funders (Mallin and Finkle, 2007).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adept at relationship marketing (Morgan and Hunt, 1994; Gupta, 2015).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenue model:</strong> Any combination of payments from: (i) the target beneficiaries; (ii) own donations; (iii) public grants, (iv) donations from the public or other organizations; and (v) payments for products/services from other organizations - to support the activities of the entrepreneur or the enterprise. *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: References are mentioned wherever possible; otherwise, the concepts have been coined by the authors compiling the sense of the various articles in the literature.

*implies that the associated observation has been made in most of the articles in the literature.

*refer to authors’ own formulations in keeping with the essence of the literature.
As Table 1 shows, both social entrepreneurs and social enterprises are primarily focused on making a social impact, but social enterprises pursue their organizational goals with a business mindset. Furthermore, social entrepreneurship can be considered as a social value generation activity practised by a variety of economic actors ranging from individuals, micro-enterprises to large firms. Like any corporate venture, social enterprises tackle social problems only if they can leverage adequate resources, whereas social entrepreneurs practise entrepreneurial effectuation and are more likely to make do with what they have (Sarasvathy, 2001). Thus, both social entrepreneurs and social enterprises have overlapping objectives and require similar capabilities.

The categorization of Table 1 also lends us clarity on what is a social enterprise. We infer that in order to be a social enterprise, three conditions must be fulfilled: (i) the market or non-market offering must address a social need; (ii) the organization must be financially viable, either through their direct offerings (either through market or non-market routes) or via third party financiers like foundations and public agencies that support their activities and offerings to the community; and (iii) the organization must apply business management principles in its internal governance, marketing and delivery of goods/services.

First, social activists are not necessarily social entrepreneurs. They have a social mission but they do not always integrate business/management principles to handle their efforts. Their livelihood does not always depend on the outcome of their social mission.

Second, NGOs, charities and public agencies are not necessarily social enterprises. For instance, an NGO that works on collecting and preserving old stamps in a country would not qualify to be a social enterprise. Even if it generates resources through entrepreneurship or entrepreneurial activities, the final outcome of a ‘historical stamp collection’ is unlikely to address a pressing social need. However, an NGO that addresses a direct social need such as access to medicines or taking care of the elderly, with contracts from the government or firms
could be considered as a social enterprise. More often than not, NGOs, charities and public agencies have a checklist approach and are rarely forced to engage in entrepreneurial opportunity recognition within a system to innovatively solve problems or raise funds.

Third, *CSR divisions or corporate social responsibility units* are also not social enterprises because their ultimate purpose is to augment firm value through engagement in community development. However, they can practise social intrapreneurship in their philanthropy or CSR projects. Nevertheless, there are warnings about the perils of combining social missions with commercial activity and the potential trade-offs that may jeopardize the social missions of the enterprise, especially in poverty contexts (Garrette and Karnani, 2010; Rashid, 2010).

Fourth, *corporate foundations* engaged in social welfare generation may be considered as social enterprises, if their primary mandate is their social mission. But this is difficult to confirm as true intentions become known only over time and with appropriate measurements. Well known examples of foundations that are considered to be social enterprises are the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and Google.Org.

Fifth, the distinction of not-for-profit vs. for-profit does not apply to categorize a firm as being or not being a social enterprise. An enterprise is identified as being social or not given the objective of its activities combined with the pursuit of business sustainability through application of rational management principles. How an enterprise redistributes its profit does not determine its categorization as a social enterprise. Social enterprises can be community based, theme based or both (Ratten and Welpe 2011) and they may or may not require external intervention for success, even in the context of poverty (Handy et al. 2011).

Finally, just as in the case of a business enterprise, which may or may not be linked to an entrepreneur, a social enterprise may or may not be founded or associated with a particular
social entrepreneur per se. Thus, both social entrepreneurs and social enterprises practise social entrepreneurship, albeit with slight differences.

2.3. Social Enterprises within an NSI

Any entrepreneurial process comprises four important components: ‘opportunity recognition’, ‘development of the solution concept’, ‘actualisation of the solution’ and ‘harvesting’ (Davidsson, 2012). In social entrepreneurship, ‘opportunity recognition’ simply refers to identifying a social problem, while for business entrepreneurship it refers to a chance to earn profit. Similarly, the objective of social entrepreneurship is to maximize social impact, while for business entrepreneurship it is usually to maximize profit. However, both types of entrepreneurship involve experimentation to develop a solution concept and to mobilize resources and networks for actualization and leveraging benefit from start to finish.

In the same vein, designing an innovation, product or service that is a good fit for a context forces a social entrepreneur to think like a business entrepreneur albeit vis-à-vis consumers who may not be willing or able to pay. The innovation must serve an unmet or underserved need and the price/performance ratio must be attractive and accessible (Christensen et al., 2006; Hart, 2005) and function efficiently in the targeted context (Prahalaad, 2005). Furthermore, it must be compatible with the cultural and socio-economic constraints of the context (Katz, 1961; Rogers, 1962). The entire marketing strategy should take into account socio-cultural norms, power groups and thought leaders (Kotler et al., 2006; Letelier et al., 2003).

However, the BoP context presents a number of challenges from the demand side not usually associated with mainstream consumers. The consumers may not ‘want’ the innovation even if it can augment their income generation capabilities (Kaplinsky et al.,
They may lack the knowledge (Kotler et al., 2006), assets (Reddy et al., 1991) and/or skills (Jeffrey and Seaton, 2004) to adopt and use the innovation effectively. Significant behavioural changes may be required on the part of users, which they may not be willing to make (Abrahamson, 1991; Rogers, 1962). The innovation may not be compatible with multiple local systemic features (Stewart, 1977) such as institutions needed for sustaining demand (Ramani et al., 2012). Finally, social impact may be obstructed by power groups which misappropriate the innovation and bar its access (Klein and Sorra, 1996).

Another crucial distinction between business entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship is that for the former, market sales are the end objective, whereas for the latter, it is not enough to just diffuse the innovation among the target users. Social enterprises must also ensure that the innovation is adopted effectively. For instance, malaria bed nets may be diffused among a rural community, but if the households do not use them properly to avoid mosquito bites, or do not re-apply the required mosquito repellent coating on the bed net when needed, the incidence of malaria may not fall (Minakawa, 2008). Thus, financiers such as the state, international and national agencies and large firms interested in social impact investing are seeking out social enterprises to implement welfare enhancing projects (Christine et al., 2008; Dees, 2007) and in this process social enterprises are getting embedded more densely within the NSI (Alvord et al., 2004).

Large companies which want to promote their own business agenda while demonstrating their commitment and social responsibility to the BoP are issuing contracts to social enterprises to undertake developmental activities in the latter’s area of expertise (Lee, 2008; Reed and Reed, 2009). Social enterprises are used to create new markets or expand existing BoP ones (Chesbrough, 2006; Dahan et al., 2010; Webb et al., 2010) by developing an emotional connection with the targeted consumers via life-quality enhancing activities and projects (Sridharan and Viswanathan, 2008; Ulhøi, 2005). Social enterprises are helping to
create or augment stakeholder loyalty by catering to the needs of the local community in which the firms operate (Dahan et al., 2010; Hart and London, 2005; Webb et al., 2010; Joyner and Payne, 2002; Kapelus, 2002).

Public agencies are also seeking social enterprises to act as research and development units to find solutions for intractable social problems (Leadbeater, 1997). Often managers of funding bodies do not have contemporary knowledge about the needs of their target beneficiaries or the environment in which they make their socio-economic decisions, and here, social enterprises are most useful to design delivery platforms for transferring value (Psychogios and Szamosi, 2007). Thus, policy makers are using social enterprises as a means of regenerating underserved communities, creating a culture of social inclusion and delivering public services in more effective and cost efficient ways (Harding, 2004).

Surprisingly, despite the deeper embedding of social enterprises within NSIs, the potential of social entrepreneurship to bring about positive transformative changes in the context of poverty remains understudied (Rashid, 2010). Indeed, Mair and Marti (2009) argue that the interaction between the social entrepreneur and the context should be the fundamental unit of analysis for studying the process of social entrepreneurship, but there is scant understanding about the mechanisms and processes of social impact in the context of poverty. On an even larger scale, Lundvall et al. (2009) note: “innovation system researchers are yet to develop an institutionally grounded theory of entrepreneurship.” This calls for more reflection on the role of social entrepreneurship as a carrier of pro-poor innovations within an NSI. For the remainder of the paper we will focus on social enterprises rather than social entrepreneurs noting that while the intent or purpose of the activities of both the social entrepreneur and the social enterprise is to promote social welfare, the short term organizational objectives and constraints of the social enterprise may be broader than that of a social entrepreneur.
2.4. Theoretical constructs

From section 2.2, we can illustrate the entrepreneurial process mobilized by social enterprises to generate social impact as shown in Figure 1. Though represented as a linear process, in reality it is often a non-linear iterative process with complementarities and feedback loops. Moreover, while the main phases of the entrepreneurial process are the same for business and social entrepreneurship, the nature of the processes within each phase to realize the targeted outcome are very different.

![Diagram of entrepreneurial process](image)

**Fig. 1.** The entrepreneurial process of social enterprises for social impact

*represent phases common to business and social entrepreneurship

Social enterprises are embedded within the NSI as shown in Figure 2. The density and variety of their interconnections with other systemic stakeholders is growing. For a social enterprise we can divide the actors in the NSI with which it networks into two broad groups – those who provide the resources and those who must be helped. The state and public agencies provide contracts to implement developmental projects involving pro-poor innovations.
Volunteers provide labour to carry out a number of tasks for free or minimal cost, releasing resources for other purposes. Firms take on social enterprises as their partners in their philanthropic or CSR projects. Social enterprises thus leverage different kinds of resources from their different partners to transform them into innovations that are delivered to achieve a social impact. Social enterprises act as the catalysers which transform the resources from the providers into innovations for intended beneficiaries such that there is a positive social welfare enhancing transformation. The positive social impact of the efforts of the social enterprise forms the returns for resource providing sponsors.

Fig. 2. Embedding of Social Enterprises within an NSI

Social enterprises and financiers are connected through the business model whereby the financiers pay social enterprises for generation of social impact as shown in Figure 3. Such undertakings are often risky, because positive social impact is uncertain given the systemic uncertainties and challenges associated with the target context.
This completes our theoretical construct and now we move on to the Indian case study to explore to what extent the reality corroborates the theory.

3. Methodology

We have opted for the case study approach to validate and refine our theoretical constructs formulated from the survey of the literature. The case study method is useful whenever the purpose of the scientific query is to understand the ‘how’ rather than the ‘why’ of a process (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2002). The evolution of sanitation coverage (or rather non-coverage) in rural India is the process against which our theoretical constructs are tested.

As defined by Yin (1994), a case study is an empirical inquiry that is suitable for studying complex social phenomena, especially for research on contemporary happenings when boundaries between the phenomenon and its context are not clearly evident. This exactly fits the conditions of our enquiry. Moreover, the case study method is preferable to a
large-scale statistical analysis, when there are no secondary sources of data on the parameters of the theoretical model and/or observations through proxies are not sufficiently high or adequate (Urias, 2015). Nevertheless, we pooled a variety of data drawn from primary and secondary sources to construct the case studies.

In what follows, we present two brief case studies at the sectoral level and at a village level respectively and analyze them. The sectoral study is compiled from the existing economics literature on sanitation drives in India as well as government documents. The village case study is based on the data accumulated by the first author over a period of ten years (from 2005 to 2015) as a development practitioner in a multi-stakeholder platform to improve sanitation coverage in a typical Indian village through social entrepreneurship. The data used comes from extensive memos, reports to donors, notes by villagers and emails exchanged as a participant-observer in sanitation drives both in that village and in other villages of India. The notes were taken during interactive sessions (informal get-togethers, strategic discussions, public meetings etc.) with different stakeholders in sanitation projects, such as rural households, social enterprises undertaking the installation of toilets, micro-finance institutions and local and district level government officials.

4. Evolution of Sanitation Coverage in India: Sectoral and Village-level Dynamics

At the end of WWII, household toilets in urban and semi-urban India were either toilets with septic tanks or traditional dry toilets. While a septic tank needed to be emptied only once every 2-5 years depending on the size of the tank and the rate of usage, traditional dry toilets had to be emptied on a daily basis, usually by members of the conventional scavenging caste. In rural areas, almost the entire population practiced open defecation. The sanitation market
was in equilibrium without any innovative activity being undertaken. The psychological costs of outsourcing maintenance services of dry toilets to those belonging to a manual scavenging caste were not high enough for this option to be rejected. But this unjust market equilibrium was overturned by social entrepreneurs and social enterprises.

4.1. Evolution of sanitation coverage in India: Sectoral Case study

4.1.1. Social entrepreneurs (1940s-1990s)

Two notable social entrepreneurs who transformed the Indian sanitation sector were Mahatma Gandhi and Bhindeshwar Pathak. There were also other social entrepreneurs who had local impact, but for the purposes of the present paper, we will focus on these two social entrepreneurs because they had the most impact at the national level.

The first remarkable social entrepreneur to search for a better sanitation technology was unsurprisingly the leader of India’s freedom movement and one of the greatest fighters against caste oppression in India, namely M.K.Gandhi, popularly known as Mahatma Gandhi (Mehta, 1996; Pathak, 2011). He launched a call to search for a toilet technology that could be maintained without the help of either agencies or scavengers. In his ashram (or retreat), he broke all taboos by experimenting with different models of ‘dry closets’ and different modes of maintenance of the traditional dry toilet. His biggest achievement was to get his followers to clean the experimental dry toilets by setting an example himself. While Gandhiji’s experiments did not give rise to any technological innovation, his writings, his speeches and the routines for toilet maintenance that he initiated created a collective consciousness with a systemic impact. The need for a new toilet technology, accessible to all and capable of being maintained autonomously came to be recognized, at least by some.
Bindeshwar Pathak, a young sociology student and a follower of Mahatma Gandhi, realized the Gandhian dream in the 1970’s by introducing a toilet with a new design that could be easily maintained autonomously by the user without having the intervention of any external agency or manual scavenger for maintenance. Just like Gandhi, he too felt that the toilet was an instrument of empowerment, for both the scavenger community and for women. Sulabh, the social enterprise he founded in 1970, has been diffusing this model of the toilet ever since and Pathak has been the recipient of numerous national and international awards for the social impact achieved by Sulabh (Pathak, 2011).

The Sulabh toilet looks just like the standard Indian squatting style toilet slab with one hole for flushing, but, instead of the flushed waste going directly into the ground or a septic tank or to a central sewer canal, it falls into one of two deep pits that are outside the toilet. When the first pit is full, the family switches to a second pit, while the waste in the first pit gets gradually and naturally transformed into a rich material that can be removed and used as dry, powdery fertilizer. When the second pit is nearly full, the first pit can be emptied (manually but without problems as faeces would have been transformed into compost in the form of fine dust) and its contents can be used as compost. Therefore, the two pits can be used alternatively and continuously (Tiley et al., 2006).

Thus, till the 1990s, the only active NSI actors in the sanitation sector were social entrepreneurs. However, neither figures 1 nor 2 apply as a representation of their activities, as they operated in quasi isolation, raising funds directly from beneficiaries or from social networks in order to be financially viable. Moreover, the lack of sanitation in rural India could not be attributed to a lack of technology availability in the NSI, given that social entrepreneurs had developed a variety of technology designs using local resources.
4.1.2. The entry of the state in the sanitation sector (1980s – to date)

By the 1980s there was increased awareness in India that even among rural areas, the population needed to be induced to start using toilets. Thus, the state entered the sanitation sectoral system of innovation (or SSI) with the aim of diffusing toilets as a merit good, i.e. as an essential installation publicly financed that every citizen should be provided with. The delivery platform was designed in 1986 by the Ministry of Rural Development under the aegis of the Central Rural Sanitation Program (CRSP). Under this scheme, at the district level, the Offices of the District Rural Development Agency (DRDA) financed the construction of toilets to meet set targets, and the beneficiaries were partially or near-totally absolved (depending on their income level) from the responsibility of paying for the installation. At the district level, officers were given a target number of toilets to be constructed and these were simply built. It was not clear whether the toilets were appropriate, either in terms of technology or the socio-economic context. The model diffused under the government program was the ‘single pit latrine’ which overflows during the rainy season and which has to be covered or dislodged when full. In the case of the latter, the entire superstructure has to be dismantled and a new pit has to be built. Thus, it is not surprising that most of these single pit latrines were abandoned when they began to dysfunction or when they got full (UN-DESA 2003; Saxena 2005).

The large scale failure of the CRSP led to a complete turnabout of state strategy that was further influenced by the adoption of economic liberalization in 1991, which ushered in a wide variety of large and small international organizations to enter India and finance development projects- to promote their own agenda. Slowly, the Indian state began withdrawing as a direct player on the supply side of the market providing toilets, and became an indirect player financing sanitation drives. In other words, from being the main supplier on
the toilets market, the state became the main financier (See the Government of India, Ministry of Rural Development website http://rural.nic.in/sites/TSC.asp).

In 1999, the Department of Drinking Water Supply of the Ministry of Rural Development, launched the ‘Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC)’ in order to provide incentives for the development of a private market for sanitation. It involved a demand driven approach, including education as a major component and actively soliciting the participation of Panchayats (or village level government bodies), women’s groups, youth clubs, NGOs and social enterprises. The full details and progress of the TSC program can be found on the website of the Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India (http://rural.nic.in/sites/TSC.asp). To sum up, the government’s strategy now is to provide incentives for the development of a private market for sanitation. International agencies like the UNICEF\(^1\) and World Bank\(^2\) (as indicated on their websites) have also expanded their activities in India in the post-liberalization period (after 1991). Indeed, the adoption of liberalization and the new ease of mobility for people, commodities, capital and knowledge, have led to an influx of international organizations like Water Aid, GIZ, BORDA, WASTE\(^3\) etc., which are extremely active in promoting sanitation. These organizations are creating further business opportunities in sanitation and offering contracts to Indian social enterprises as indicated by their activities in India on their websites.

In 2014, the Swachh Bharath Mission or Clean India Mission, whose central objective is to eliminate open defecation in India by 2019 through installation of toilets and triggering of behavioural change, was inaugurated. This flagship programme aims to transform village

\(^1\) UNICEF http://www.unicef.org/india/wes.html
\(^3\)WATERAID http://www.wateraid.org/where-we-work/page/india;
and city populations into open defecation free (ODF) communities, wherein ODF is defined by three parameters: access to a toilet, usage of a toilet and toilet technology being safe vis-à-vis humans as well as the environment. The Mission plans investment on capacity building in the form of trained personnel, financial incentives and systems for planning and monitoring with extensive private participation and collaboration with social enterprises. At present, there are no reliable statistics on the number of social enterprises or NGOs active in the Indian sanitation sector, but the authors surmise that it is at least in the hundreds. Technology per se is not cited as a major problem. Then, how are such partnerships performing? In order to have a deeper understanding we now turn to a village study.

4.2. The village case study: The rise and fall of sanitation in Kameshwaram

About 69% of Indian households with no access to proper sanitation live in rural areas such as Kameshwaram, a typical coastal village along the Indian Ocean in the State of Tamil Nadu. According to the 2011 Indian census, there are 1535 families in this village making up a population of 5713. Definitions of the poverty line are an issue of debate. Currently in India, poverty is measured according to the indicators proposed by the Tendulkar Committee, which proposes that those who consume more than INR 816 per capita per month in rural areas are not poor (Government of India, 2013). Following this definition, a survey of 988 households conducted in 2011 by the first author indicated that 170 households (or 16.92%) are starkly poor, while the national average for rural poverty is 25.7%.

On December 26, 2004, huge tidal waves of the devastating Asian Tsunami flooded Kameshwaram for a few minutes, but that was enough to wreck total havoc. In the aftermath of the tsunami, individuals across the world donated funds to charitable organisations to
address the immediate and long-term needs of the tsunami victims. In Kameshwaram too, public and private agencies initiated projects for rehabilitation.

Reconstruction took many forms. A Franco-Indian charity project led to the creation of two associations Un-Ami in France and Friend in Need (FIN from now on) in India to help the women, in particular, and this initiative led to an unexpected project. Discussions with the women revealed that prior to the tsunami, there were tree-covered areas for women, which had been used for open defecation while the men used the beach. The need for toilets was not perceived even though it was well known that during the monsoon season, roughly three months in a year, these sites attracted mosquitoes leading to the rampant spread of mosquito-borne diseases. With the tsunami and the felling of the trees in these areas, vegetable cover for open defecation was eliminated, putting the women in a quandary to find secluded areas. Women started to retain themselves or go near rubbish heaps at dawn and after dusk. As a result, some got bitten by rats; they were also faced with the need to protect themselves from insect, snake, and scorpion bites as well as sexual harassment.

As the high ground water table in coastal regions such as Kameshwaram makes any type of pit latrine, single pit or double pit (like the Sulabh), overflow during the three months of the monsoon season and after any heavy rainfall, it was necessary to hunt for an alternative appropriate technology. A search through the internet and interviews with experts revealed that a second major toilet innovation in the form of a urine diversion toilet had been designed for these regions during the late 1980’s by a British naval engineer named Paul Calvert while on deputation to India.

The urine diversion toilet developed by Paul Calvert separates the urine from the faeces, thereby accelerating the process of compost formation (Calvert et al., 2002). The toilet squatting slab has three holes, one behind the other, with different slopes. The user urinates first and shifts slightly back to defecate permitting the faeces to fall into a compost
pit. A mug of ash or saw dust is then thrown into this hole facilitating dehydration of the faeces. Then the user moves back further to wash the behind. The urine goes out through a bamboo pipe to irrigate a garden planted around the toilet. The wash water is filtered through layers of gravel so that the water that leeches out into the soil is harmless. Thus, urine, faeces and wash water are completely separated and recycled.

The urine diversion model was and is still not very popular in the regions for which it is designed, because it demands more effort both on the part of the end-user and the promoter. It is a technology that requires a basic understanding of composting for its proper use. A greater deal of effort is required for both its use and maintenance as compared to the other types of toilets. However, it represents a ‘totally decentralized’ and ‘sustainable sanitation system that closes the loop – completely recycling the waste without any risk of environmental contamination and hence is ‘ecosan’ or sanitary for the environment (Langergraber and Muellegger, 2005).

Having identified the right technology for the coastal village, in a next step, FIN formulated its business model as follows. Though registered as a non-profit social enterprise working towards sanitation coverage in India, it had no prior experience in sanitation projects. Therefore, it decided to raise seed funds for capable local NGOs active in toilet construction to implement the project. Consequently, an NGO from the closest large town with an impressive record in sanitation coverage was selected. Being well known and well connected in the sanitation sectoral system of innovation, it was able to attract funds from UNICEF as well as the State government under the Total Sanitation Campaign programme. Then with seed funding from FIN paying partially for the people’s participation, about 150 urine-diversion toilets were built and inaugurated with great fanfare in Kameshwaram. For

---

4 No names are being given for the sake of confidentiality.
this achievement, the Kameshwaram Panchayat was awarded the ‘Nirmal Gram Puraskar’\(^5\) (prize for complete sanitation coverage) from the Indian government in 2007, based on the assumption that such sanitation drives would soon ensure the complete sanitation coverage of Kameshwaram. It is thus noteworthy that the construction of these toilets had been enabled by the participation of variety of economic actors on a sanitation drive: (i) the beneficiary households; (ii) local masons; (iii) FIN; (iv) a local NGO; (v) an international agency; (vi) the village council (Panchayat); (vii) the State level government – providing a clear illustration of Figure 2 on the embedding of social entrepreneurship within an NSI network.

The Nirmal Gram Puraskar to Kameshwaram heralded that this village was one where the residents were ready to make the behavioural switch from open defecation to toilet usage. Such a signal attracted other local social enterprises active in the sanitation sector to seek funds from international agencies to build more toilets. For instance, in 2008, about 100 more urine diversion toilets were built by another local social enterprise with funding from WATER AID and seed funding from FIN.

This further increased the renown of Kameshwaram. Then, between 2007 and 2009, private actors, namely Western Christian Church groups and the charity foundations of local industry associations also began sponsoring the construction of 350 single pit latrines and toilets with attached chambers (that were passed off as septic tanks) the low cost sanitation option that is easy and quick to build. However, it is well known that pit latrines are not suitable for high water table areas, as they contaminate the ground water sources, especially during the rainy season (Dzwairo et al., 2006; Nsubuga et al. 2004; Hagedorn et al., 1981). Thus, as sanitation coverage increased the network of actors facilitating the diffusion of toilets increased and became more complex, with FIN being at the centre of this web.

\(^5\)http://ddws.nic.in/tsc-nic/html/nirmal_gram.htm
It is well known in innovation studies that technology trajectories can be unpredictable, rather than being linear and well-ordered, possibly being marked by both path dependencies and ‘butterfly effects’ (David, 1985; Arthur, 1989; Surie 2011). This was amply demonstrated in the village. From 2005 to 2007 only urine diversion toilets were diffused. Into this system, from 2007 onwards, new actors introduced a new model - the ‘flush and forget’ toilets, i.e. conventional toilets attached to pit that was passed off as a septic tank. This changed the knowledge base and awareness level of the users creating a totally unexpected outcome – intense social tension. The households with a urine diversion waterless toilet felt deprived. They now felt burdened with an inferior model – a ‘poor man’s toilet’ reflecting socio-economic stagnation. The ease of use of the conventional toilet seemed to override concerns for medium term ground water contamination or water logging of toilets during the rainy season. This evolution illustrates two results noted by other scholars working on BoP innovations. First, uneven diffusion of technologies within BoP clusters can become a source of perceived social exclusion (Silvestrea and Netob, 2014). Second, in BoP, the technological legitimacy of a model is also anchored strongly by its social attributes (Hall et al., 2014).

However, from 2009, it was noticed that the newly constructed toilets were not being used by all. As the abandoning of the toilets continued, a survey was undertaken by FIN in 2011 which revealed faulty construction to be the root cause of the problem. For example, most toilet roofs had developed cracks, which meant that during the rainy season- toilets could not be used, and there was always a risk of the roofing slab falling on the user’s head when in the toilet. Either the external or internal walls of all toilets had to be repaired as the salt from the sea winds had leached into them. Furthermore, in the compost chambers of all ecological toilets, the ash that the households had been advised to throw in the chamber after
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6 The butterfly effect in chaos theory has shown that in non-linear systems with sensitive dependence on initial conditions, small changes at one point can result in large differences in later states
usage had leached into the inner walls. Some of the toilet slabs and pipes needed to be fixed.

Most of the doors could not be closed properly because the latches had fallen off or were too rusty. All doors and door handles were made of metal, and since no anti-rust paint had been used, they were rusty and falling apart. Most of the steps had cracks. Many of the conventional toilets with septic tanks also had problems. They overflowed during the rainy season causing a terrible stench. Moreover, due to faulty construction, visiting experts deemed most of the conventional toilets with - septic tanks - unsafe (i.e. contaminated ground soil and water). Faulty construction of toilets has been cited as the principal reason for the underutilization or abandoning of toilets in other Indian states (Dutta and Hajra, 2015; Kumar and Taunk, 2010) as well as in other emerging countries like Ghana (Obirih-Opareh, 2001) and South Africa (Mjoli-Mncube, 1997).

Focus group discussions with the villagers confirmed that the problem was further aggravated by local households’ lack of knowledge and the absence of a ‘repair’ agency in the area. Additionally, the villagers were not willing to pay for the costs of toilet repair even though the majority recognized that toilet usage had positive consequences on health, social status and personal dignity. Again, this is a widely prevalent challenge in developing countries, as in sanitation, Murphy et al. (2009) observe that the existence of technology and the mere installation of toilets physically are only a part of the solution and not its entirety.

Thus, the village of Kameshwaram, which had won the Nirmal Gram Puraskar, an award for complete sanitation coverage based on intent in 2007, stood in 2015 still with incomplete sanitation coverage. Kameshwaram is not the only village in India in this situation – there are many Nirmal Gram Puraskar winners and non-winners in the same state with faulty and abandoned toilets (Barnard et al., 2013).
5. Discussion of Case Study Findings

The sectoral and village level case studies confirmed the theoretical constructs on the role of social enterprises within NSI (as given by Figures 1-3 and Table 1). In addition, they refined them further by demonstrating that an NSI driven by pure market forces may fail to reward social entrepreneurship which strives to make a long term social impact adequately, and at the same time, over-compensate organizations, which are successful in catering to existing needs and demand without making a sustained social impact. Thus, the case studies provided real illustrations of the impact chasm presented in Figure 4, which must be crossed for sustained impact of pro-poor innovations. This further leads to four noteworthy inferences.

![Fig. 4. Key Factors for Sustained Social Impact highlighted by case studies](image)

First, drivers of emergence of social entrepreneurs and social enterprises in NSI are distinct. Table 1 posits that both social entrepreneurs and social enterprises view “social
problems” as “opportunities” and strive to create social impact. However, social enterprises emerge only if business viability is possible through working on social missions. This was confirmed by the sectoral case study. In India’s pre-liberalization period, passion-driven social entrepreneurs strived for maximal social impact with whatever resources they could mobilize. In contrast, medium and large social enterprises entered the sanitation sector in the post-liberalization period only after business opportunities were created in the form of contracts from the state, international agencies, faith-based organizations from foreign countries, industry associations and large firms, confirming Figure 2. Lastly, with respect to NSI studies at large, unlike in mainstream knowledge intensive sectors, in the context of deep poverty, we note that multinational faith based organizations that have established their legitimacy can be an important financial sponsor of local social enterprises.

Second, social impact is not always ensured due to the strategic risks in the form of adverse selection or moral hazard stemming from collaboration with the service providing social enterprises. The social enterprise is deeply embedded within the NSI and serves as a business to business partner for a sponsor (Figure 2). Such a configuration brings to light a principal agent game, where the principal is the sponsor and the social enterprise is the agent. A principal-agent model is defined as a setting where the payoff to the principal depends on an action taken by the agent, which may not be observable. Further, the principal may not be able to fully confirm some of the agent’s characteristics such as the latter’s true intentions about fulfilling the contractual obligations or engagement in attainment of a specific long term goal. Thus, the principal must make offer to the agent with incomplete information about the agent, in order to initiate the collaboration. This was well illustrated by our case study wherein financiers interested in making a social impact hired social enterprises to undertake the project on the basis of trust, despite their incomplete information about the
latter’s capabilities or intention. Strategic risks associated with non-profits are no different from those with for-profit organisations.

Strategic uncertainty stemming from incomplete information about social enterprises can pose risks at the level of partner selection and thereafter in contract implementation. Adverse selection or inadequate selection processes may lead to the hiring of an ill qualified partner. Thereafter, imperfect monitoring systems and/or incentive systems can allow for moral hazard in the form of inadequate effort by the social enterprise. Both these problems can lead to sub-optimal outcomes as are well known in the economics literature. Since it may not be possible to design contracts, which cover every possible contingency, standard economic theory advocates the practice of monitoring with audits, with rewards being provided for achievement of targets and punishment for deviation from contractual obligations. Such a carrot and stick mechanism coupled with monitoring provide incentives for performance to go beyond ‘achieving targets’ to include ‘long term sustained impact for the population’, ‘quality’ and ‘safety’ of installations.

As the village case study illustrated, as business partners of financiers, outsourced projects become bound by time and financial constraints. This coupled with organizational objectives of the social enterprise such as maximization of contracts with financial sponsors diverts attention from attainment of a social mission to ticking the boxes for contractual fulfilment. This is further exacerbated by the fact that service-offering social enterprises tend to be nomadic within an NSI, seeking and moving wherever business opportunities present themselves. While they work on projects aimed to improve the lives of underserved communities, they may not consider it their responsibility to maintain their installations or trouble-shoot any problems that may arise in the post-delivery phase to ensure sustained impact. This is left to the NSI system and unless there are agencies or actors within the NSI to do this – problems are left unattended or under-attended.
Third, social impact is not always ensured due to systemic risks from the demand side within NSI. Figure 1 outlining the entrepreneurial process for social impact suggests that social impact is a quasi-automatic outcome of diffusion given the dire needs of communities in the context of deep poverty. However, our case studies demonstrated that technology transfer or innovation diffusion do not necessarily guarantee social impact. Indeed, problems for sustained social impact can arise from the demand side, i.e. from the intended beneficiaries in terms of lack of adoption, and yet, these are habitually the most neglected. There is often a gap in perceptions of innovation value between the provider and intended beneficiaries. Unless this gap is breached, the intended beneficiaries are not motivated to adopt the innovation efficiently. The innovation providers may not be aware of other challenges faced by intended beneficiaries such as lack of financial resources, ownership of required complementary assets (say water for toilet use), knowledge and skills for usage and maintenance of the innovation provided. Again, if these problems are not tackled, the social impact will be sub-optimal.

Fourth, financial capabilities of NSI for supporting social enterprises matter. The density and composition of social enterprises in an NSI is likely to be a function of the financial capabilities of the NSI and the structure of the financiers. In other words, the number and variety of social enterprises in an NSI is likely to increase as the demand for their (i.e. social enterprises’) services within the NSI from the state, public agencies, international development agencies and other donors grows. This echoes the widely confirmed proposition of Gershenkron (1962) for mainstream innovation driven sectors that they tend to emerge and grow when there are institutions that are ready to bear the costs of risky investment.

The above premise was clearly illustrated by the sectoral and village case studies. Before liberalization, the sanitation sectoral innovation system had only isolated social entrepreneurs and the state, both interacting with intended beneficiaries but not with one
another. The state and isolated social entrepreneurs diffused toilets among the BoP communities as an innovation, in parallel processes, without any interconnections. After liberalization, the financial capabilities of the Indian NSI increased as the variety and density of sponsors grew. Entry of such a large variety of financiers in the market triggered demand for services of social enterprises, which in turn also increased. As a result, the variety and density of networks between the target beneficiaries, different types of sponsors and social enterprises increased, and the sanitation sectoral system of innovation became more complex.

To sum up, long term impact is jointly determined by the true intention of the social enterprise, its capabilities and the nature of contextual challenges. To facilitate long term positive social impact for populations and environmental sustainability, strategic and systemic challenges must be addressed through monitoring mechanisms, audits and training of social enterprise staff. In some cases, systemic reform such as new regulation or effective guidelines for quality outcomes may be required.

6. Conclusion

The objective of the present paper was to provide insight on the role of social entrepreneurship in an NSI and identify the interrelationships between the two through an examination of the evolution of the Indian sanitation sector. Considering toilets as an innovation for those who do not have one, the paper examined why the diffusion of toilets has been so inadequate and ineffective in rural India. In particular, given that social entrepreneurs are the most likely actors to tackle underserved needs of the community as ‘opportunities’ within an innovation system, it sought to study their role in the diffusion of toilets as an innovation in India. To this end, a clear distinction was made between the terms ‘social entrepreneur’, ‘social enterprise’ and ‘social entrepreneurship’. Thereafter, theoretical
constructs were formulated to represent the innovation process of a social enterprise and its embedding within the NSI. These were used to study the evolution of progress in sanitation coverage in India at a macro level and in a village. Despite the limitations dictated by the specificities of the context, our findings on the nexus between social entrepreneurship and NSI still offers some insight for policy and themes for future research.

First, to enhance the positive social impact from pro-poor innovations the focus must not only be on the management of technology, but also on the management of social impact, which also includes the technology. For this, the idea of ‘innovation’ has to be considered as being much broader than a technology, and include all possible mechanisms to enhance the likelihood of the desired social impact and its sustenance.

Second, though social enterprises can act as innovation catalysers within an NSI, they cannot guarantee social impact. The long run impact of a social enterprise is a function of its managerial vision, efforts, capabilities within the contextual demand and supply possibilities presented by the NSI to generate demand for and offer innovations of good quality. Furthermore, the entrepreneurial capabilities of the social enterprise concern its ability: (i) to mobilize resources; (ii) to transform them into innovations; (iii) to create and sustain demand; (iv) to design and implement the innovation delivery; and (v) to create and sustain networks with other NSI actors to achieve (i)-(iv). All five kinds of capabilities are required to catalyse change.

Third, as the Indian experience highlighted, while social enterprise clusters are presently growing due to the increasing demand for service provision in BoP markets and communities, such opportunities are also leading to the emergence of social enterprises which are more focussed on maximization of contractual revenues than on guaranteeing sustained social impact. Therefore, what matters most is the ‘intention’ behind the social enterprise to
achieve long term social impact, but since this is private information there is a need to promote sustainability audits.

Fourth, within an NSI, while it is very desirable that technology entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship join forces to address social problems, in the context of deep poverty, the latter is likely to be even more important than the former. Conventional public actors’ initiatives are often focused on just installing the technology and these usually have a limited social impact. Indeed, the central point of this paper is to highlight that if demand issuing from targeted beneficiaries for a concerned technology is low, then, even when the technology is provided, the social benefit may not be realized. This challenge is further exacerbated if the technology requires a behavioural change for adoption.

The above arguments coupled with the findings of the case study lead us to propose two policy recommendations. First, to ensure positive social change from the diffusion of pro-poor innovations, their quality and sustainability should be guaranteed. This is amply illustrated by the context of sanitation in India, where it is not clear whether the myriad sanitation drives will one day lead to efficiently functioning toilets used well by all (including men) or whether it will simply create millions of new points of contamination. Technology and even financial investment are only two components of the solution for sustained social impact. Rather than opportunism for its own sake, it is the cost, time and target-driven pressures embedded in the project routines of financiers and revenue maximizing social enterprises that drive the system towards immediate rather than long term social impact maximization. These problems can be addressed and rectified to achieve long term social impact if financiers are made aware of them.

Second, at a macro-level, while an NSI strives to create an enabling environment for social entrepreneurship, it should promote the use of long term impact evaluation audits to identify and reward ‘sustained social impact’ makers. For this purpose, devising guidelines
corresponding to the sector or pro-poor innovation concerned along with workshops for the social enterprises on the quality and sustainability of their initiatives can promote early systemic dialogue for best possible impact. Social enterprises are entering the NSI in greater numbers in response to growing opportunities for service provision towards inclusive development as partners of the state, public agencies and firms. They have to be induced to go beyond provision of knowledge, technology or products for immediate impact to catalyze efficient adoption for sustained social impact.

In the light of our findings, it seems apt to conclude that despite all the funds pouring in from a large variety of financiers partnering with social enterprises, there is still a need and a place for passion driven social entrepreneurs in an NSI. They are most likely to have the ‘emotional commitment’ as innovation carriers to adopt a long-term vision of development with a dedication to quality and sustainability, which are required to maximize long term social impact.
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